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of a plunger movable endwise within said stopper 
to stretch the latter endwise through contact of 
its lower end. With the closed lower end of the 
stopper, and cooperating means on said stopper 
and plunger operating to automatically expand 
the stopper into Sealing engagement with the 
internal wall of the bottle neck under endwise 
contraction of the stretched stopper. 

2. In a bottle closure of the composite expand 
ing stopper type, the combination with a hollow 
rubber stopper adapted to enter the neck of a 
bottle and formed with a closed lower end, of a 
plunger movable endwise within said stopper to 
stretch the latter endwise through contact of its 
lower end with the closed lower end of the stop 
per, an internal rib on said stopper, and a cam 
On Said plunger Cooperating with Said rib to all 
tomatically expand the stopper into sealing en 
gagement with the internal wall of the bottle 
neck under endwise contraction of the Stretched 
Stopper. 

3. In a bottle closure of the composite expand 
ing stopper type, the combination with a hollow 
rubber stopper adapted to enter the neck of a 
bottle and formed with a closed lower end, of a 
centrally bored head secured to the upper end 
of said stopper, a plunger guided in the bore of 
said head and movable endwise within said stop 
per to stretch the latter endwise through contact 
of its lower end with the closed lower end of the 
stopper, an internal annular rib on Said stopper 
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slightly above the closed lower end of the latter, 
and an annular cam on the lower portion of said 
plunger cooperating with said rib to automati 
cally expand the stopper into Sealing engagement 
With the internal Wall of the bottle neck under 5 
endwise contraction of the stretched stopper. 

4. A bottle closure comprising a hollow, elastic 
rubber stopper, and a plunger in the stopper and 
engaging its lower end and adapted to be de 
pressed to stretch the stopper lengthwise, the 10 
stopper and plunger having cooperating parts . 
fixed respectively thereto and normally engaged 
to expand the stopper, said stopper and plunger 
parts being movable out of cooperative relation 
as the plunger is depressed to stretch the stop- 15 
per and re-engage to re-expand the stopper as . 
the plunger is retracted by the lengthwise con 
traction of the stretched stopper. 

5. A bottle closure comprising a hollow, elas 
tic rubber stopper having an internal rib spaced 0 
above its lower end, and a plunger within the 
stopper, engaging its lower end and having an 
enlargement normally engaging said rib to ex 
pand the stopper, said plunger being depressible 
to stretch the stopper lengthwise and move its 
enlargement to a position below said rib, and said 
enlargement being re-engaged with the rib to 
re-expand the stopper as the plunger is retracted . 
by the lengthwise contraction of the stretched 
Stopper. 80 
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